Abstract Big data analytics requires technologies to efficiently process large quantities of data. Moreover, especially in decision making, it not only requires individual intellectual capabilities in the analytical activities but also collective knowledge. Very often, people with diverse expert knowledge need to work together towards a meaningful interpretation of the associated results for new insight. Thus, a big data analysis infrastructure must both support technical innovation and effectively accommodate input from multiple human experts. In this chapter, we aim to advance our understanding on the synergy between human and machine intelligence in tackling big data analysis. Sensemaking models for big data analysis were explored and used to inform the development of a generic conceptual architecture as a means to frame the requirements of such an analysis and to position the role of both technology and human in this synergetic relationship. Two contrasting real-world use case studies were undertaken to test the applicability of the proposed architecture for the development of a supporting platform for big data analysis. Reflection on this outcome has further advanced our understanding on the complexity and the potential of individual and collaborative sensemaking models for big data analytics.
Introduction
The ''big data'' phenomenon is now present in every sector and function of the global economy [29] . Contemporary collaboration settings are often associated with huge, ever-increasing amount of multiple types of data, which vary in terms of relevance, subjectivity and importance. Extracted knowledge may range from individual opinions to broadly accepted practices. Today's businesses face challenges not only in data management but in big data analysis, which requires new approaches to obtain insights from highly detailed, contextualised, and rich contents. In such settings, collaborative sensemaking very often take place, orchestrated or otherwise, prior to actions or decision making [34] . However, our understanding on how these tools may interact with users to foster and exploit a synergy between human and machine intelligence quite often lags behind the technologies.
The term ''data analytics'' is often used to cover any data-driven decision making. A major investment in big data, properly directed, can result not only in major scientific advances, but also lay the foundation for the next generation of advances in science, medicine, and business [1] . To help decision making, data analysts choose informative metrics that can be computed from available data with the necessary algorithms or tools, and report the results in a way the decision makers can comprehend and act upon. Big data analytics is a workflow that distils terabytes of low-value data (e.g., every tweet) down to, in some cases, a single bit of high-value data (e.g., should Company X acquire Company Y?) [5] .
Technologies such as data mining, machine learning and semantic web are being exploited to build infrastructures and advanced algorithms or services for big data analytics. Most of the services and algorithms are built in a technology-driven manner with little input from users to drive the development of the solutions. This may be due to: (1) users usually have few ideas about how the emerging technologies can support them; (2) problems described by users are quite general, such as ''information overload'', ''data silos everywhere'' or ''lack of holistic view'', and (3) goals set by users are often unclear, such as ''find something valuable'', ''get an impression'', or ''obtain deep understandings''. It is challenging to follow traditional approach of gathering user requirements to lead solution development using emerging technologies [16] .
Another approach could be a technology-driven one, i.e., how to make the technology improve user's work practice. However, given a diverse set of business analytics situation and the fact that more and more analytics algorithms are developed, it is challenging to leverage the strengths and limitations of Big Data technologies and apply them in different domains [15] .
This chapter sets out to bridge the gap between user-driven and technologydriven approaches for requirements analysis in big data problems and addresses the following research questions:
• Question 1: How to derive requirements in big data analytics which are drawn from user sensemaking behaviour?
• Question 2: Can we extract commonalities and differences across diverse application domains to advance our understanding of requirements for big data analytics? • Question 3: Can a conceptual architecture be useful for bringing user and technology perspectives together to develop specific big data analytics platform?
Led by the above questions, we took a socio-technical approach on requirement modelling and adapted individual and collaborative sensemaking frameworks to guide our investigation on requirements of big data analytics. This study is part of the Dicode EU research project (http://dicode-project.eu), which aims at facilitating and augmenting collaboration and decision making in data-intensive and cognitively-complex settings. In particular, emphasis is given to the deepening of our insights about the proper exploitation of big data, as well as to collaboration and sensemaking support issues [9] .
Our contribution is to operationalise sensemaking models to help understand the distribution of human and machine intelligence in the use of a big data analytics platform. The resulting conceptual architecture provides a framework which enables the main components to evolve systematically through a dialogue between users and technology suppliers.
The chapter proceeds as follows. In Sect. 3.2, we discuss sensemaking for big data analytics. In Sect. 3.3, we present our three-step methodology for requirement elicitation. In Sects. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, we describe the details of these three steps in the context of Dicode's use cases. In Sect. 3.7, we conclude the chapter and discuss on the implications of this study to support big data analytics.
Sensemaking for Big Data Analytics
Big data analytics, as an emerging area, has gained attention by both IT industry and academic research communities. From an infrastructure point of view, the top three commercial database suppliers-Oracle, IBM, and Microsoft-have all adopted Hadoop framework as their big data analytic platform [7] . Industry analysis pointed out that there are challenges not just in volume, but also in variety (the heterogeneity of data types, representation, and semantic interpretation) and velocity (both the rate at which data arrive and the time in which it must be acted upon) [6] . A community white paper developed by leading researchers across the United States argued that the challenges with big data include not just the obvious issues of scale, but also heterogeneity, timeliness, privacy and human collaboration [1] . This is a complex issue, and the gap between the number of companies which can make use of big data for transformational advantage and those that cannot is widening [9] .
While smarter systems and algorithms may provide new perspectives into the data, humans are still indispensable in the analysis pipeline to turn them into information and knowledge. To analyse the data, an analyst may need to figure out questions suitable for the particular context, aiming to obtain new insight. In fact, we currently have a major bottleneck in the number of people empowered to ask questions of the data and analyse them [16] . As Barton and Court [2] aptly explained, a clear strategy for how to use big data analytics for competitive advantage requires a pragmatic approach to balance technical theories and practicalities. They suggested that business leaders can address short-term big data needs by working with their chief information officers to prioritize requirements.
In our study, we took a sensemaking perspective to understand the cognitive complexity of big data analytics, both individually and collaboratively. We then investigated the common activities of two use cases guided by the sensemaking frameworks to inform the design of a generic conceptual architecture for sensemaking. This architecture will illustrate the important components and their relationship at an abstract level for a quick overview of possible big data analytics solutions.
Individual Sensemaking
Sensemaking is an iterative cognitive process that the human performs in order to build up a representation of an information space that is useful to achieve his/her goal [25] . Sensemaking has been used in various fields such as organizational science [30] , education and learning sciences [27] , communications [4] , humancomputer interaction (HCI) [25] , and information systems [26] . In communications, HCI and information science, sensemaking is broadly concerned with how a person understands and reacts to a particular situation in a given context. Cognitive models that describe the human sensemaking process can be helpful to point at what operations users in collaborative spaces may perform and what support they may need. One particular notional model developed by Pirolli and Card [22] , which describes the sensemaking loop for intelligence analysis, helps us to identify particular sensemaking operations that a distributed data mining approach can support in a collaborative environment. The model distinguishes between two cognitive loops of intelligent analysis:
• The foraging loop, which involves operations such as seeking, searching, filtering, reading, and extracting information; and • The sensemaking loop, which involves operations such as searching for evidence, searching for support, and re-evaluation, which aim to develop a mental model from the schema that best fits the evidence.
The operations involved in the defined loops highlight the importance of two high-level cognitive processes that a user of a collaborative space (e.g. discussion forum) performs: categorisation and schema induction [12] . In the foraging loop, the user tries to identify coherent categories, or topics, which summarise the underlying content and aid the user's filtering and searching to find the content relevant to the needs. In the sensemaking loop, on the other hand, the user tries to induce potential high-level schemas, or themes, from the identified topics. This is done by inducing the relations between the topics and evaluating the accuracy of those schemas. For example, if the user relates a collection of identified topics that include the terms {facebook, twitter, tweets, blogs, wordpress, wiki} to each other, she may be able to induce a high-level theme, which is {social media}, since the combination of the preceding topics is highly relevant to that theme.
Many forms of intelligence analysis are so-called sensemaking tasks [22] . Such tasks consist of information gathering, representation of the information in a schema that aids analysis, the development of insight through the manipulation of this representation, and the creation of some knowledge product or direct action based on the insight. The basis of an analyst's skill is to quickly organise the flood of incoming information and present his/her analysis in reports. The process of creating a representation of a collection of information that allows the analyst to perceive structure, form and content within a given collection is defined as sensemaking.
Different sensemaking models have revealed various characteristics of the analytical processes of intelligence analysts. Dervin illustrated that sensemaking occurs when a person embedded in a particular context and moving through timespace, experiences a gap in reality. Russell et al. [25] studied cost structure of sensemaking and modelled sensemaking as cyclic processes of searching for external representations and encoding information into these representations to reduce the cost of tasks to be performed. Klein et al. [13] defines sensemaking as a motivated, continuous effort to understand connections (which can be among people, places, and events) in order to anticipate their trajectories and act effectively.
Collaborative Sensemaking
Sensemaking extends beyond individuals making sense of their own information spaces. It is increasingly common for a group of people needing to work together to understand complex issues, combining information from multiple data sources and bringing together different experience and expertise towards a shared understanding.
However, there has been little exploration of how sensemaking takes place in collaborative work, let alone arriving at a unified view. Past studies reported sensemaking from different domains, perspectives or focuses. Ntuen [19] studied collaborative sensemaking in military coalition operations, where a group of people with different worldviews are collectively engaged in making sense of chaotic and ambiguous situations. Lee and Abrams [14] further explored sensemaking regarding to collaboration which could entail innovation at two levels: joint learning in how to collaborate and coordinate work, and joint learning in how to represent and instantiate a design that does not yet exist. Qu and Hansen [24] proposed a conceptual model of collaborative sensemaking, which distinguishes between shared representation and shared understanding. They also argued that collaborators could develop a shared understanding by examining, manipulating and negotiating external representations. Paul and Reddy [20] have discussed a framework of collaborative sensemaking during Collaborative Information Seeking (CIS) activities and the design implications for supporting sensemaking in collaborative information retrieval tools.
A Model-Driven Requirement Elicitation Methodology
To answer the three research questions as discussed in the introduction, the following steps were taken in the big data analytics requirements methodology for Dicode across the use cases.
Context of Investigation and Use Cases
The Dicode project aimed at facilitating and augmenting collaboration and decision making in data-intensive and cognitively-complex settings. To do so, whenever appropriate, it built on prominent high-performance computing paradigms and large data processing technologies to meaningfully search, analyse and aggregate data existing in diverse, extremely large, and rapidly evolving sources. At the same time, particular emphasis was given to the deepening of our insights about the proper exploitation of big data, as well as to collaboration and sense making support issues. Building on current advancements, the solution provided by the Dicode project brings together the reasoning capabilities of both the machine and the humans. It can be viewed as an innovative ''workbench'' incorporating and orchestrating a set of interoperable services that reduce the dataintensiveness and complexity overload at critical decision points to a manageable level, thus permitting stakeholders to be more productive and effective in their work practices. Two Dicode's use cases with different collaboration and decision making settings are used as illustration of our methodology in this chapter, each associated with diverse types of data and data sources.
• Clinico-Genomic Research (CGR): this case concerns biomedical researchers who collaborate to explore scientific findings using very large datasets (a full description of this case appears in Chap. 8).
• Social Opinion Monitoring (SOM): this case concerns social media marketing professionals who are frequently involved in strategic decisions about public presentation of branding, products or services (a full description of this case appears in Chap. 9).
Overview of the Methodology
The methodology deployed in the context of Dicode for requirement elicitation consists of the following three steps:
Step 1: Requirement Elicitation from Scenarios
A scenario-driven approach was used to capture from the stakeholders their views on current practice in selected data intensive and cognitively complex processes, and the initial vision on what could be improved from both users and technologists. A Dicode specific requirement elicitation strategy was designed and deployed to tackle the seemingly diverse use cases [31] . Common characteristics were extracted to identify common interests for technological innovation. This step mobilised ideas from both users and technologists.
Step 2: Application of Sensemaking Models
In addition to data collection from the ground, theoretical models for sensemaking were identified for a deeper understanding of sensemaking behaviour in each of the use cases. We considered an individual sensemaking model which provides a detailed view of data-driven analysis when trying to make sense of large volume of data. We supplemented it by a collaborative sensemaking model which presents the triggers of collaboration and characteristics of building shared understanding. The models provide a common framework for comparison in order to identify the commonalities and differences in sensemaking activities within different context. This step provided focus for users and technologists in positioning the benefits of proposed technical solutions and when these could be used.
Step 3: Conceptual Architecture for Big Data Analytics
Finally, a conceptual architecture was developed as a high level specification of how the various tools might work together for each of the use cases in a big data analytics platform. In designing the architecture, we followed the IS design research process proposed by Peffers and his colleagues [21] and aimed to create useful artefacts that solve relevant design problems in organizations [8, 18] . Usage scenarios were produced to walk through how the platform may be used. This step provided a high level blue print which could be used as a communication tool between the users and the technologists on requirements. These steps are described in more detail in the following three sections of the chapter. In Sect. 3.4, we describe how the commonalities of the use cases were derived from both users and technologists. In Sect. 3.5, we present the underpinning sensemaking frameworks we adopted to guide our study: an intelligent analysis framework that presents how an individual analyst makes sense of large volume of data; and a framework of collaborative sensemaking during Collaborative Information Seeking (CIS) activities. We then introduce our generic conceptual architecture in Sect. 3.6 and its instantiations in two different application domains.
Requirement Elicitation from Scenarios
As the first step, we mobilised the tacit knowledge of use case partners by involving them in describing typical scenarios of current work practice in their areas. Data collection in this phase were directed at the facts about users and communities involved, data sources and data formats used as well as collaboration and decision making activities. Scenarios with sample data were provided on a wiki for all partners to read and discuss. These facts were essential to be understood as a benchmark so that Dicode could work on augmentation and facilitation to improve the current work practice.
A summary of two Dicode use cases (Table 3 .1) shows that they had common issues related to a newly forming area for research, namely big data analytics.
Fundamentally, big data analytics is a workflow that distils terabytes of low-value data (e.g., every tweet) down to, in some cases, a single bit of high-value data (should Company X acquire Company Y? can we reject the null hypothesis?) ([1], p. 50).
From a high level perspective, both use cases are from different domains; the users have different expertise and use different analytics tools. They deal with different data from different data sources, with stakeholders making different decisions for different purpose in their work. However, all of them are dealing with intelligent analysis to transform input data into knowledge product in order to see the ''big picture'' from a large collection of information.
Use case partners were then asked to describe their vision on a future system. It would be difficult for an individual user to give a complete scenario of how Dicode system might change their current practice. Therefore, in this phase, user stories were collected, in which users talked about their expectations about how Dicode could help (i.e. facilitate, augment) their work in the future. After analyzing all users' stories, we realized that at that stage users could only suggest small incremental change on their current work practice, which would not fully exploit the potentials that new technology would bring. In other words, information collected from users could not produce the desired innovation, and associated structured system requirements which could benefit from cutting edge technology. Input from technical partners into the requirement elicitation process was needed to stimulate a co-design culture.
We then encouraged the potential ''sell and buy'' within the Dicode project across all partners. This means effective communications between use case partners and technical partners about their ideas are facilitated. Technical partners were given the chance to evangelizing their ideas. For use case partners, they were encouraged to open their mind and seek new opportunities from new technologies. It was expected that use case partners and proposals from technical partners could diverge from each other. It is the future work practice, which takes both vision and proposals into account, to unify those differences. In Dicode, the results of this unifying were:
• a generic conceptual architecture to guide the design of services for each use case, in which requirements related to interfaces between services will be made explicit; • a set of functional specifications that guide the first iteration of development.
Application of Sensemaking Models
To better understand the use cases in terms of intelligent analysis process, we included a social modelling approach to requirements engineering. This approach is driven by a priori understanding, through theories and models, of how human make sense of data and then apply that understanding to derive requirements from the use cases. Here, we describe the concepts and theoretical perspectives employed in our study, which are related to individual and collaborative sensemaking.
For individual sensemaking, we have chosen the model of Pirolli and Card [22] as it provides the means for identifying new technologies for improving the production of new intelligence from massive data and its claim echoes ours in terms of sensemaking is a process of transformation of information into a knowledge product. Figure 3 .1 summarizes how an analyst comes up with new information. The sequence of rectangular boxes represents an approximate data flow. The circles represent the process flow. The processes and data are arranged by degree of effort and degree of information structure. This is a process with lots of backward loops and seems to have one set of activities that cycle around finding information and another that cycles around making sense of the information, with plenty of interaction between these. The overall information processing can be driven by bottom-up processes (from data to theory) or top-down (from theory to data) and their analysis suggested that top-down process (process 2, 5, 8, 11, 14 in the diagram) and bottom-up processes (process 15, 12, 9, 6, 3) are invoked in an opportunistic mix. According to this framework, the processes of intelligent analysis of two Dicode use cases are identified in Table 3.2. For collaborative sensemaking, we find Paul and Reddy's framework more relevant to our studies because it links individual sensemaking and collaborative sensemaking, and defines triggers and characteristics of sensemaking. In this framework, it highlights important factors that trigger collaborative sensemaking during a CIS activity, namely: ambiguity of information, role-based distribution of information, and lack of expertise. It shows that CIS activities are often initially split into tasks/sub-tasks and sub-tasks are performed by different group members, with different roles and expertise. Roles can be organisational or might be assigned informally. Within this context, action awareness information is shared amongst [22] group members even during individual sensemaking, i.e., group members keep each other aware of what they are doing.
The framework illustrated in Fig. 3 .2 highlights that CIS activities often involve individual information seeking and sensemaking and then lead to collaboration. The framework lists some characteristics of collaborative sensemaking, namely, prioritising relevant information, sensemaking trajectories, and activity awareness. Prioritising the 'right' pieces of information as relevant enhances group sensemaking. Knowing the ''path'' that a group member followed to make sense of information helps other group members' sensemaking. Such paths are called sensemaking trajectories. Group members share and make sense of information, they create shared representations to store the information found and the sense made of that information. The characteristics and the triggers of collaborative sensemaking identified in this framework provide us a guideline to understand the demand of collaboration in Dicode use cases (Table 3. 3).
Conceptual Architecture for Big Data Analytics
Derived from the Dicode use cases and sensemaking frameworks, we developed a generic conceptual architecture to support the characteristics (both differences and commonalities) of big data analytics. This conceptual architecture describes the important components and their relationship at an abstract level and provides a framework for specifying, comparing and contrasting big data analytics implementations. The conceptual architecture aims to provide a framework without implementation of components, from which different big data analytics solutions can be constructed and implemented as long as they can fulfil their roles in the architecture. The conceptual architecture illustrates: Fig. 3.2 A framework for collaborative sensemaking during Collaborative Information Seeking (CIS) activities [20] • A big data analytics solution consists of services or algorithms that exploit both machine capability (data-centric services) and human intelligence (collaborationcentric services).
• To facilitate and ensure the integration of machine capability and human intelligence, integration-centric services are needed to support users interact with both data-centric services and collaboration-centric services and provide mechanisms to integrate the result of two types of services.
• All services or algorithms together support the big data transformation from raw format to knowledge product (bottom-up) or from hypothesis to resources (topdown).
• Human intelligence should be involved in the whole process of data transformation, including configuring data-centric services, interpreting the result of data-centric services, collaborating with other experts on interpreting and sharing the results.
As shown in the architecture diagram ( Fig. 3.3) , there are three types of components:
• Data-centric services, which exploit large data processing technology to meaningfully search, analyse and aggregate data from heterogeneous data sources. The input of the data-centric services is structured and/or unstructured data from heterogeneous data sources. The output of data-centric services is searched or filtered information, discovered patterns or lists etc. The data-centric services aim to improve the processes of individual sensemaking.
• Collaboration-centric services, which support people and their interaction by capturing and sharing resources, opinions, arguments and comments among participants, so to facilitate the collective understanding of the issues related to data analysis. The input of the collaboration-centric services could be the output of data-centric services as well as the interactions (comments, arguments and discussions etc.) among all parties. The knowledge product (hypothesis, strategies etc.) should be the outcome of their interaction. The collaboration-centric services aim to support collaborative sensemaking.
• Integration-centric services, which support data-centric services and collaboration centric-services. Integration-centric services are to ensure and facilitate the seamless integration of the independent services developed. Related functions include user interface, data storage and integration mechanisms etc. The integration-centric services implemented in Dicode project are the Dicode Workbench, the Dicode ONtology and the Storage Service.
The Dicode Workbench (see Chap. 7) provides a web user interface with functions of user management and service management. Through the Dicode Workbench, users can access different services (data-centric services and collaboration-centric services) developed within the Dicode project via widgets [3] .
The Dicode Ontology (DON) is a multi-layered ontology, designed to address requirements from multiple use cases that involve sensemaking [28] . DON is used as a common vocabulary among services and service developers for enhancing the functionality of Dicode services. DON plays a crucial role to facilitate the integration and interoperability of services. The main idea is that some features of the services will be annotated using concepts included in the DON. The information about services and their annotations will be maintained in a central registry (Dicode Service Registry-DSR). This registry will be available for the rest of the components of the Dicode environment through a REST interface.
The Storage Service is to provide Dicode users with a permanent and reliable storage place to keep resources accessible. The service will be as generic as possible to allow storing any kind of files (text plain, doc, pdf, html, xml, json, zip, etc.). The service provides mechanisms to upload files and retrieve them by using RESTful services. Additionally, meta-data information about files will be also stored to facilitate their search and location by search engines or services. These meta-data will contain information such as type of file (pdf, html, xml, etc.) or type of content (medical report, DNA sequence, etc.).
Usage Scenario for CGR
We present an example on how Bioinformatics researchers benefit from Dicode platform for their work:
Sarah (Ph.D. student), James (Postdoctoral Researcher) and John (Professor, supervisor of Sarah and James) are three researchers from a Breast Cancer research institution. They have conducted some studies on a small sample-size gene-expression microarray breast cancer dataset. The analysed result is not satisfactory but they believe that some extra datasets from public resources, such as Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with the same pathology characteristics can augment their sample size and allow them to identify some extra statistically significant genes.
All of them are using Dicode Workbench to coordinate their work and support their research. Each of them has an account on the Dicode workbench and this enables them securely share their work. Using the Storage service, both Sarah and James have uploaded some graphs and data on what they have found out from their studies.
Working towards a publication, Sarah has added the PubMed service to their Dicode workbench. Using this service, she discovers relevant publications which address similar biological questions and may be used to justify their sample size choice. The result from PubMed tool has been recorded and can be seen by James and John at any time.
Having a brief idea about their sample size, the team '' meet'' in the Collaboration workspace to brainstorm their ideas and their opinions (agree, disagree, comments, ideas, support documents etc.).
To understand more about James' work, Sarah asks James to upload his R-script as she wants to know whether a few arguments (lines of code) could be rearranged. Using the R service, James run his R-script with some new arguments and a new graph is easily produced for everybody to assess the new strategy and decide on the significance of the results.
After a collaboration session, James has collected enough information about the data and sample size he needs for his task. James then launches the GEO Recommender service to get the datasets. He types in the request describing the data and also the methodology he will apply. All qualified datasets are provided in a list.
From the list of recommended datasets, Sarah wants to find the functional interpretation of expressed genes in two datasets and compare them. She first launches the R service to identify expressed genes. In the second step, she uses Subgroup Discovery service, which provides a list of subgroups describing the expressed according to their molecular function and their role in biological process, which has shown a good match to their previous findings.
Architecture for CGR
Biomedical research has become increasingly interdisciplinary and collaborative in nature. The vast amount of the data available and the ever increasing specialised resources show that the way forward is to form biomedical research collaboration teams to address complex research questions. To support this use case, the Dicode solution ( Fig. 3.4) is to support biomedical research community to work together dealing with increasing volume and diversity of data sources:
• Gene-Expression profiles (GEP): Gene-expression data (normalized or raw data); The data-centric services are developed to deal with data processing and analysis in this field, such as:
• Subgroup Discovery service (see Chap. 5) provides the tool for the functional interpretation of gene expression data that combine and use knowledge stored in Gene Ontology database. The interpretation involves translating these data into useful biological knowledge. It is solved by constructing new features from Gene Ontology and finding the most interesting rules using Subgroup Discovery algorithm.
• PubMed service (see Chap. 8) provides access to PubMed but with extra improvements created for Dicode allowing data exchange with other services within Dicode workbench.
• R service (see Chap. 5) executes R-Scripts in Dicode and to perform custom data processing and data mining tasks.
• GEO Recommender service (see Chap. 5) provides relevant and interesting datasets from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository according to users' preferences. The recommender service facilitates the reuse, retrieval and exchange of the GEO datasets by supporting the user in navigating in a large space of available datasets.
Usage Scenario for SOM
We present below an example on how social media analysts benefit from Dicode platform for their work: A car manufacturer is launching a new product. In this process, three main parties are involved. One is a Brand Manager (Frank) from the marketing department of the company. The second one is a Social Media Analyst (Alice) working in a marketing consultancy. The third one is Social Media Engager (Natalie) working in a public relations agency responsible for social media engagement.
The Dicode Workbench allows all three parties to collaborate during the whole process. Frank has a question about first consumer experiences with the new product in the social web and gives a briefing to Alice.
Alice starts analysing the web and updates the results in the Collaboration workspace. She watches over social media and provides advice to the Brand Manager. She detects the significant conversations and news articles with the Topic Detection service and looks for insights as a basis for product development or communications from the blogs and tweets. If she wants to get deeper information on relevant tweets detected, she can use Keytrends service to show trends on Twitter, such as the top links for a certain day posted by twitter users. She can also use Phrase Extraction service with the pre-trained sentiment model to monitor positive or negative sentiments that are expressed in connection with the brand.
Frank can directly ask questions and/or give advice to control the research conducted by Alice. Natalie can access the results that Frank and Alice have provided to understand more about the current opinions from social media.
In parallel, Frank can start thinking about marketing activities to promote the product or to change packaging and/or communications. He can pre-align the activities with further involved parties in and out of the company. At the meantime, Frank can quickly brief Natalie on engaging with identified blogs.
Architecture for SOM
In a fast-changing world, where social media is influencing consumer demands, a successful media engagement strategy depends on the collaboration of all relevant parties-public relations, brand, media and marketing. In this instantiated architecture (Fig. 3.5) , the data sources are specific in social media monitoring: dedicated news feeds, tweets and blogs. Consequently, the services are chosen to deal with data processing and analysis in this field, such as topic, and sentiment analysis, etc.
• Named Entity service (see Chap. 5) returns disambiguated Named Entities for Dicode's document corpora (currently Twitter and blogs). The service identifies Named entities of the following types: PERSON, PLACE, ORGANISATION and WORK and returns a Freebase URI for each entity. Named entity disambiguation is performed based on the context of the analysed surface form. The quality of disambiguation depends usually increases with text size.
• Keytrends service returns metadata about tweets on a selected day. Based on metadata: Hashtags (Top hashtags), Language (Languages of tweets), Country (Country code of Twitter user), Place (Places of Twitter user [only available for few tweets]) and Urls (Urls mentioned in tweets) • Topic Detection service (see Chap. 5) gives the user a quick albeit superficial overview of the thematic content of a document collection, including a visualization of the results. The visualization provides a quick overview of the topics that are present in a text collection as well as their interrelations. Users will also be able to zoom in on a graph detail related to a particular topic.
• Sentiment Analysis service works on pre-trained models to extract positive and negative phrases from domain-specific text collections. It supports an interactive workflow, allowing the end-user train phrase extraction models interactively and apply them to a text collection.
Conclusion and Future Research
Traditionally, the task of the requirements analyst is to collect requirements and statements from stakeholders: the customer and representatives of users. These statements say what the system should do (functionality) and at what levels of quality (non-functional properties such as performance, reliability, extensibility, usability, and costs). However, users and customers are often not able to articulate these wants directly. Instead, the analyst needs to help them uncover their real needs. Users are often unaware of what is possible or have misconceptions about what is feasible, especially when technology is advancing quickly. For that, we claim that we should seek resources, such as existing models and frameworks developed in other disciplines, which can be integrated into requirement modelling processes. This in turn enables subsequent evaluation processes [23, 32] . The complexity of the big data analytics presents a formidable challenge for modelling and analysis [11] . Rather than modelling the domain from scratch, we brought cognitive models into the requirement engineering to analyse the features of data and the details of user activities. In this article, underpinned by sensemaking models, we proposed a conceptual architecture to understand the user requirements and system characteristics of big data analytics. Specially, we emphasize that a big data analytics solution consists of components that exploit both machine capability and human intelligence. To facilitate and ensure the integration of machine capability and human intelligence, integration-centric components are needed to provide seamless experience of users. The fundamental goal of a solution is to support the big data transformation from raw format to knowledge products.
In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions to the literature.
• A sensemaking perspective to understand big data analytics, which emphasises the human aspects of big data analytics.
• A generic conceptual architecture, which illustrates the essential components and their relationship to provide effective and comprehensive IT support for big data analytics.
• A demonstration of two instantiations of the generic architecture of two use cases to provide examples of big data solutions relative to a situation in a specific organization.
This approach opens up an extra channel to requirements modelling and analysis, which is based on transforming and analysing theoretical models from social science and cognitive science to a design artefact. The research work reported in this chapter provides an illustration of how theoretical models were selected and applied to the analysis and design of the architecture. We hope this modest attempt at bringing social science or cognitive science models into requirement engineering will complement the traditional requirement modelling process. Much more work is needed to refine our method to meet the practical needs of requirements analyst and engineers.
